
HOW TO APPLY THE BANDAGE

Easy to Apply and Adjust

- Remove the paper adhesive covering (1) from the underside of the bandage (2).

- Position the under side of the bandage (3) over the wound (4) and press down to secure.

- Once the bandage is in position, use the VELCRO® brand straps to secure the bandage around your pet's leg (5). If the 

straps (6) are too long, trim the excess.

- If you do not want the adhesive adhering to your pet's fur, simply don't remove the paper covering (1) and then the 

bandage straps will be the sole means of keeping the bandage in place.

Important Note

As with all new pet products, carefully monitor your pet for the first few hours after application. The bandage is very comfortable 

and most pets quickly become accustomed to it. If your pet becomes agitated, we recommend to use a cone in conjunction with 

the patch until your pet becomes acclimated to it.  The cone can then be removed. Continue to supervise your pet and check daily 

to make sure the patch is in place. Do not allow your pet to chew the bandage. Remember, no one knows your pet better than you!

Air Circulation

Helps Wound Healing

- Air to the wound can be regulated with the vent hole cover strips. Removal 

of the strip exposes holes that allow air to circulate over the wound (7).

- For partial air circulation refasten the strip partially over the vent holes (8).

Easy Medication Application and Wound Observation

Bandage Removal Not Required

- Ointment is easily applied to the wound without having to remove the 

bandage. Simply apply ointment through the access holes (9).

- Easily check wound healing through the access holes, no bandage 

removal required.

CAUTION: Keep out of reach of children. For pet use only! Please be aware that the 

VELCRO® exterior can catch on fabrics and potentially snag and/or collect fuzz.

HAVE QUESTIONS?

We want you and your pet to be satisfied. Contact us with any questions at info@proudpetpatches.com


